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Though the Sun had yet to rise from my vantage point on the edge of town I could see the 
beginnings of frenzied activity around the Temple.  The Gopuras were spotlit, and all around in the 
streets which circled the Temple flames and lights were heading towards the Sacred Enclosure, 
like a cloud of moths circling a lamp in the darkness of a Summer’s night.  I passed under the Gate 
of Eight Goddesses and into the long arcaded passage beyond. Inside it was dark and magnificent.  
A forest of carved pillars.  On closer inspection lines of heavy breasted Hindu Caryatids, Yakshis, 
Courtisans,Goddesses and Dancing Girls, flanked me on either side.  Everything about the Architecture 
was deeply and consciously, Feminine.  Heading towards the Innermost Sanctuary of the presiding 
Goddess, one sunk deeper and deeper into the darkness, down a long,straight, womb like passage.
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Though the Sun had yet to rise from my vantage point on the edge of town I could see the beginnings of frenzied activity around the Temple.  The 
Gopuras were spotlit, and all around in the streets which circled the Temple flames and lights were heading towards the Sacred Enclosure, like a 
cloud of moths circling a lamp in the darkness of a Summer’s night.  I passed under the Gate of Eight Goddesses and into the long arcaded passage 

beyond. Inside it was dark and magnificent.  A forest of carved pillars.  On closer inspection lines of heavy breasted Hindu Caryatids, Yakshis, 
Courtisans,Goddesses and Dancing Girls, flanked me on either side.  Everything about the Architecture was deeply and consciously, Feminine.  Heading 
towards the Innermost Sanctuary of the presiding Goddess, one sunk deeper and deeper into the darkness, down a long,straight, womb like passage.



Though the Sun had yet to rise from my vantage point on the edge of town I could see the 
beginnings of frenzied activity around the Temple.  The Gopuras were spotlit, and all around in the 
streets which circled the Temple flames and lights were heading towards the Sacred Enclosure, like



a cloud of moths circling a lamp in the darkness of a Summer’s night.  I passed under the Gate of 
Eight Goddesses and into the long arcaded passage beyond. Inside it was dark and magnificent.  A 
forest of carved pillars.  On closer inspection lines of heavy breasted Hindu Caryatids, Yakshis, 



Courtisans,Goddesses and Dancing Girls, flanked me on either side.  Everything about the Architecture 
was deeply and consciously, Feminine.  Heading towards the Innermost Sanctuary of the presiding 
Goddess, one sunk deeper and deeper into the darkness, down a long,straight, womb like passage.




